Network Marketing Scripts
New Network Marketing Lead
Hello _______, my name is _____ and I am and Account Executive at Vitacube Systems
in Denver, CO. V3S is a start-up nutrition company that has spent the last three years
marketing a unique complete vitamin and mineral system to professional athletes,
doctors, and individuals like yourself, who use nutritional supplements and are looking
for a way to simplify their current routine, or who are just looking for something new.
What kind of vitamins/minerals do you currently use?
Can you see yourself consistently using a convenient, easy-to-use vitamin system?
Do you know other people that might use a vitamin system?
Great! I would like to tell you about an exciting ground-level opportunity that you would
be ideal for. It’s called Vitacube Network. Through a home-based business opportunity,
we offer a product line with universal appeal and a compensation plan that rewards you
for the efforts you make. There is no large financial commitment to become a distributor
and you can work as little or as much as you like!
It’s as simple as ABC:







You can begin your business distributing as an Associate, Broker, or Consultant.
There is an initial one-time investment of $40 for your starter kit which includes
all product forms and instructions on how to run your business.
In order to receive your commissions each month, all you need to purchase is one
Vitacube ($75) per month for your own consumption.
Vitacube Network pays out 6 levels of commission at 6%.
We use “dynamic compression” and “roll-up” techniques to ensure that 40% of
every dollar the Vitacube Network makes gets paid out to distributors.
You can purchase Virtual Office software to track your progress, commissions,
and your distributor’s success.

It will just take a few minutes to get you started! How do you spell your last name?

Converting PCPs
Hello, _____, this is _____ from Vitacube Systems. I know that you are currently signedup as a PCP Affiliate and have been using products/referring clients for some time now.
We are discontinuing the PCP Affiliate program and offering an exciting ground-level
opportunity that you would be ideal for! It’s a new division to our company called
Vitacube Network. We are including a part of our product line in a business opportunity

that provides a compensation plan that rewards you for the efforts you make. There is no
large financial commitment to become a distributor and you can work as little or as much
as you like!
It’s as simple as ABC:







You can begin your business distributing as an Associate, Broker, or Consultant.
There is an initial one-time investment of $40 for your starter kit which includes
all product forms and instructions on how to run your business.
In order to receive your commissions each month, all you need to purchase is one
Vitacube ($75) per month for your own consumption.
Vitacube Network pays out 6 levels of commission at 6%.
We use “dynamic compression” and “roll-up” techniques to ensure that 40% of
every dollar the Vitacube Network makes gets paid out to distributors.
You can purchase Virtual Office software to track your progress, commissions,
and your distributor’s success.

Since I already have most of your information, it will just take a few minutes to get you
started! Can I verify your shipping address?

Converting Direct Clients
Hello, _____, this is _____ from Vitacube Systems. How are you doing with your
supplements?
Let me ask, do you know other people that might like to use the Vitacube System?
Great! Since you are such a great customer I wanted you to be one of the first to know
about an exciting ground-level business opportunity that you would be ideal for! It’s a
new division of our company called Vitacube Network. We are including a part of our
product line in a business opportunity that provides a compensation plan that rewards you
for the efforts you make. There is no large financial commitment to become a distributor
and you can work as little or as much as you like!
It’s as simple as ABC:






You can begin your business distributing as an Associate, Broker, or Consultant.
There is an initial one-time investment of $40 for your starter kit which includes
all product forms and instructions on how to run your business.
In order to receive your commissions each month, all you need to purchase is one
Vitacube ($75) per month for your own consumption.
Vitacube Network pays out 6 levels of commission at 6%.
We use “dynamic compression” and “roll-up” techniques to ensure that 40% of
every dollar the Vitacube Network makes gets paid out to distributors.



You can purchase Virtual Office software to track your progress, commissions,
and your distributor’s success.

Since I already have most of your information, it will just take a few minutes to get you
started! Can I verify your shipping address?

